Now the general term of the binomial (cr4-0g)" will be the term involving ^ in the sum of Z i^-'tq ) , S(5r«-2^2), &c.
Hence we easily see th a t the coefficient of sr'* in the binom ial is Now if 4/, < p, Q are any functions of (g), and we have x e4/xc<px*0xa=%|/<p0xT O + hdQhfa™ -1 + 62vf/<pS2£xm-2 +... the symbolical coefficient of in the expression of the given multinomial may be immediately deduced.
There are certain methods of expressing the differential coefficients of implicit functions by means of symbolical notation which I notice in this place, as the method of summation employed for that purpose is similar to some of the symbolical summa tions we have already considered in this paper. from which, substituting for UJ^1 the value just obtained, UJ>n may be found in a similar manner, and so we may proceed. I shall not, however, enter upon these higher coeffi cients, my object being principally to call attention to the use of symbolical expressions in expansions of this nature.
The subject of implicit differentiation has been treated by Mr. G eorge Scott of Trinity College, Dublin, in a very elegant paper in the Quarterly Journal of Mathe matics, vol. iv. p. 77. His results have great generality, but do not appear to include the above.
